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   We are a Polish brand with range covering whole Europe. In our o�er we have a full assortment of electric and hydraulic winches, 
manual �oor jacks, and Kifor type rope winches. We constantly expand our o�er to meet the ever growing demands and expecta-
tions of Customers. We provide any accessories required for work with winches, such as: ropes, hooks, shackles, and blocks. Before 
we send them to users, our products undergo strict tests in order to ensure that they are safe and comfortable.

Our priority resulting from 20 years of experience in the industry is to make sure that Powerwinch will never fail, even in the most 
extreme situations. Thanks to advanced technologies used during the construction of our winches and experienced personnel we 
have a guarantee that we deliver a �rm and reliable equipment, which is con�rmed by the always growing group of Customers, 
both domestic and abroad. As a company present on the international market, we adapt our products to the requirements of 
various markets in compliance with valid local legal standards.

We are very proud that many satis�ed Customers trust us thanks to the quality of our products. List of people, who trusted us, 
includes: Fire�ghters, Soldiers, Rescue Services, Border Guard, and numerous o�-road fans and enthusiasts. We also provide 
companies that build both domestic and abroad roadside assistance vehicles.

We hope that your experience with Powerwinch products will increase the group of people satis�ed with 
our products.

4x4 Terenowiec Sp. z o.o.
ul. Na Załęczu 1D
30-705 Kraków 

www.terenowiec.pl 

tel: 12 266 27 54
fax: 12 269 63 61

e-mail: info@terenowiec.pl

You can acquire detailed information on current prices, 
availability, current discounts, and technical data via telephone 
number: 12 266 27 54

POWER
WINCH
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1. On left - very weak tie rods from competitive winch with core made 
from plastic.
2. On right Powerwinch - whole rods are made from solid and strong 
steel.

1. The gearbox on left originates from another winch, on right - 
Powerwinch gearbox.
2. Competitive gearbox made from a.o. soft aluminium, Power-
winch - completely made from hardened steel.
Full steel gearboxes are signi�cantly more durable than their 
equivalents made form aluminium alloys

1. Drum above originates from Powerwinch series winch - it is 
well-made with strong steel and has a uniform surface.
2. Competitive drum next to it - low quality of execution, 
potential problems with the breaking of drum and rope 
damages

STRUCTURE

GEARBOX

DRUM
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MATERIAL

TIE RODS

1. Gearbox on left is weak structure susceptible to damages.
2. On right - Powerwinch. Solid, full steel gearbox resistant 
to high loads.

1. On left side – very weak tie rods with core made from plastic 
present in competitive winch.
2. On right Powerwinch – whole rods made from durable, solid 
steel.

Competitive winches are made from weaker magnesium alloys 
(AM60b) - their stretch resistance is 190 MPa and hardness is 55 
HBS. When manufacturing Powerwinch, we use strong alumini-
um alloys (104) - stretch resistance is 195 MPa and hardness is 
65 HBS. Powerwinch series winches are stronger and more 
durable than competitive products.

PLANETARY GEARBOX

The above comparison shows the quality of materials used to manufacture Powerwinch to the quality of materials of popular winch models available at online auctions.
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ELECTRIC WINCHES
ATV/UTILITY

Compact 12V winches are dedicated for light vehicles, trailers, or quads. They are characterised by 
small dimensions and low power consumption. Those features allow to mount and pull objects on the 
cargo area of utility vehicles.

PW2000E-12V PW3500/PW3500SR PW4000/PW4000SR

906 kg / 2000 lbs

1,0 HP (0,74 kW), permanent magnets

None

Remote control with wire

2-stage planetary

153:1

Self-locking gears

4 mm x 15,2m / -

Roller

127cm + 174cm

73,8 x 31,8 mm

6,25 kg / -

285 x 100 x 106 mm

1581 kg / 3500 lbs

3,2 HP (2,35 kW), permanent magnets

Hermetically combined

Steering wheel and wireless

2-stage planetary

271:1

Self-locking gears

5mm x 13m / 5mm x 13m

Roller / aluminium slide

204cm + 83cm

38mm x 74mm

9,2 kg / 7,65 kg + mounting plate 1,1 kg

320 x 114 x 120 mm

1814 kg / 4000 lbs

3,3 HP (2,43 kW), permanent magnets

Hermetically combined

Steering wheel and wireless

2-stage planetary

271:1

Self-locking gears

6mm x 15m / 6mm x 15m

Roller / aluminium slide

204cm + 83cm

38mm x 74mm

10,5 kg / 8,2 kg + mounting plate 1,1 kg

320 x 114 x 120 mm

Steel or synthetic Steel or syntheticSteel 

PW2000E This compact device is intended for utility 
applications, small quads, trailers, and ploughs. Power 
consumption at maximum load of 900 kg does not 
exceed 120A. Rope is coiled with speed between 
3.2 and 0.9 m/min.

Cat. no.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS
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* PW6000E-24V-STB - PW6000E 24V winch with wireless control

PW4500/PW4500SR PW6000E-12V-STB/
PW6000E-SR-12V-STB*

2040 kg / 4500 lbs

3,9 HP (2,87 kW), permanent magnets

Hermetically combined

Steering wheel and wireless

2-stage planetary

271:1

On engine, self-locking gears

6,35mm x 15m / 6,35mm x 15m

Roller / aluminium slide

204cm + 83cm

50mm x 115mm

12,1 kg / 9,3 kg + mounting plate 1,55 kg

350 x 114 x 120 mm

2722 kg / 6000 lbs

1,9 HP (1,4 kW), permanent magnets

Hermetically combined

Remote with a 3.83 m wire and wireless

3-stage planetary

226:1

Automated 100%

6,4mm x 16,8m / 6mm x 16m

Roller / aluminium slide

173cm, 16mm

51,50mm x 119mm

13,2 kg / 10,1 kg + mounting plate 1 kg

381 x 133 x 196,5 mm

Steel or syntheticSteel or synthetic

PW6000

PW6000 is a compromise between ATV winches and 
devices with standard dimensions with tow capacity 
exceeding 4 tonnes. PW6000E is available in version with 
12V voltage and can handle load weighing up to 2722 kg! 
It will work perfectly with small road assistances, 
agricultural vehicles, and in utility applications that 
require greater power.

PW3500

PW3500, PW4000, and PW4500 series are classic 
winches dedicated for mounting on vehicles such as ATV 
or UTV quads. The tow capacity and power consumption 
guarantee that they will work excellently when tackling 
any type of wilderness. Brake integrated with gearbox 
and strong engine make them a strong leader on the 
market in a given price range

PW4000

PW4500

Cat. no.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

2
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ELECTRIC WINCHES

PW12000

PW8000 is a winch with tow capacity of 3600 kg. It is 
dedicated mainly for enthusiasts of recreational o�-road, 
as well as for owners of light Road Assistance vehicles. It 
will work perfectly on buildings or trailers as a loading 
supporting device. Strong friction brake of the winch, 
intuitive handling of clutch, and strong engine along with 
wireless control included in set without a doubt make this 
winch an interesting o�er on the market at an attractive 
price.

PW13000 is a stronger version of the bestselling 
PW12000. This model is equipped with exceptionally 
good seals and modi�ed box with relay - it is reinforced, 
more proof, and has better wire entry - you will not �nd 
such solution in competitive winches! The winch is 
equipped with sealed series wound engine with power 
of 6.5 HP, extremely precise brush holders, and a long 
rotor.

PW13000

PW12000 is the best known Powerwinch series winch 
model manufactured for the longest time. It has a tow 
capacity of 12000lbs. The several thousand sold pieces 
and marginal percentage of failures over many years 
make this device a de�nite sales leader. We recommend 
the Powerwinch PW12000 winch for, among others, 
Roadside Assistance vehicles, recreational o�-road, 
and utility applications.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PW8000

Car winch is a device, which not only allows to pull yourself out from oppression, but also pull out 
another vehicle if necessary. The universal application of those devices causes them to �nd application 
not only on vehicles driving in unfriendly road conditions, but also as a work tool for Road Assistances, 
Fire Departments, and other rescue services, where the great towing strength of winch is usable to tow 
various objects.
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** PW13000-24V - PW13000 24V winch*PW12000-24V - PW12000 24V winch
  PW12000-SR-24V - PW12000 24V winch with synthetic rope

PW8000E-12V/
PW8000E-SR-12V 

PW12000-12V/
PW12000-SR-12V*

3629 kg

5,2 HP / 3,8 kW 12V

Hermetically combined

Remote and wireless

3-stage planetary

235:1

Friction brake in drum

8.1mm x 24m

Roller / aluminium slide

170cm + 180cm

64 mm x 226 mm

34kg / 27kg

546mm x 160mm x 222mm

5443 kg / 12000 lbs

6 HP (4,41 kW), series wound

Hermetical solenoid

Remote and wireless

3-stage planetary

265:1

Conical friction brake in drum

9.5mm x 26m / 10mm x 28m

Roller / aluminium slide

182cm, 25mm

64mm x 226mm

36.3kg / 30kg

546 x 160 x 218 mm

Steel or synthetic Steel or syntheticSteel or synthetic

PW13000-12V/ 
PW13000-SR-12V**

5907 kg / 13000 lbs

6,5KM  (4,78 kW), series wound

Hermetical solenoid

Remote and wireless

3-stage planetary

265:1

Friction brake in drum

9.5mm x 26m / 10mm x 28m

Roller / aluminium slide

182cm, 25mm

64mm x 226mm

36,7kg / 30kg

546 x 160 x 218 mm

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

2 2

nr kat. 
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PW12000 Performance Series

PW12000 Performance Series

PW12000 PS

PW12000 Performance Series is a professional 
winch at a reasonable price. True competitor of 
expensive devices which are professionally used by 
Roadside Assistance services, Rescue Services, and 
in o�-road. It is a trouble-free, simple, and proven 
structure. 

 *PW12000PS-24V - PW12000 Performance Series 24V winch
   PW12000PS-SR-24V - PW12000 Performance Series 24V winch with synthetic rope

Cat. no.

5443 kg / 12000 lbs

6,5 HP, serial

Hermetically combined

Remote with a 3,40 m wire and wireless

3-stage planetary

218:1

Spring-loaded on engine

9.5mm x 26m / 10mm x 28m

Roller / aluminium slide

175cm, 35mm

64 x 226 mm

30kg / 39kg

536 x 160 x 218 mm

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

Well-made and well-designed winch with tow capacity of 12000 lbs. Comfortable to use 
“lift-and-turn” type clutch known from premium class models, strong tie rods that increase 
the structure’s sti�ness, perfect engine, and solid brake recall professional structures of 
renowned companies. Also available with steel or synthetic rope, as well as in 24V version.

Steel or synthetic

2

PW12000PS-12V
  PW12000PS-SR-12V*
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PW12000PS is designed and manufactured in such a way, that it will outperform the competition with its price and quality of execution, and 
independent tests in trade journals have proven that it is a splendid alternative for similar models of renowned companies known on the market for 
years. After the disassembly and unbolting of Powerwinch series winches and competitive winches, the speci�c parts of both devices present as follows

On the basis of articles from the “4x4 OFFROAD PL” journal no. 8(216) 2018/9(217) 2018

POWERWINCH PERFORMANCE SERIS (PW12000 PS)

TS SERIES WINCH

Engine body    Engine rotor     Gearbox housing                  Engine stator                  Relays

Engine body    Engine rotor     Gearbox housing                  Engine stator                  Relays
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PW12000XT-HD-12V/
PW12000XT-HD-SR-12*

PW15000XT-HD-12V/
PW15000XT-HD-SR-12V** 

6818 kg / 6000 lbs

6,5 HP

500A

Integrated wireless/remote

3-stage planetary

430:1

Spring-loaded brake on engine

12 mm x 26 m / 10 mm x 26 m

Roller / aluminium slide

175cm + 180cm

88 x 254 mm

53kg / 45kg

566,42 x 190,5 x 271,78 mm

Steel or syntheticSteel or synthetic

PW12000 EXTREME HD - classic Extreme 
series winch, waterproofness - IP68 class, 
strong Series Wound 6.5 HP engine, and 
durable brake. PW12000 Extreme HD - bet on 
a modern, unrivalled winch of the highest 
quality!

15000 XT HD

12000 XT HD

Cat. no.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

ELECTRIC WINCHES
SERIA EXTREME

Powerwinch Extreme series winches are addressed to the most demanding users. The Extreme 
series stands out from other winches with its attractive design, reinforced structure, innovative 
wireless control (one remote combines remote and wireless control). Our Extreme series winches 
have been tried and tested numerous time by users in the most extreme conditions.

PW15000 Extreme HD - the newest Extreme 
series winch with tow capacity of 15000 lbs. 
A stronger version of the 12000 XT HD winch 
thanks to transmission of 430:1. Available in 
version with steel rope, as well as synthetic rope.

5443 kg / 12000 lbs

6,5 HP

Hermetically combined

Integrated wireless/remote

3-stage planetary

265:1

Spring-loaded brake on engine

9,5mm x 26m / 10mm x 28m

Roller / aluminium slide

45cm + 183cm, 25mm

63 x 254 mm

42kg / 31kg

535,5 x 165,50 x 244,1 mm

2
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PW12000 EXTREME HD



*PW18000-24V - PW18000 24V winch

Cat. no. PW18000-24V* PW20000E-24V

8163 kg / 18000 lbs

8,2 HP (6kW)

Hermetically combined

Remote with 3,7 m wire

4-stage planetary

516:1

Reinforced friction brake in drum

13mm x 26m, MBL

Roller

167cm, 25mm

88 x 220 mm

51,9kg / -

642 x 215 x 288 mm

 Steel

9080 kg / 13000 lbs

6,5 HP (4,78 kW)

Hermetically combined

Remote with 3,45 m wire

3-stage planetary

358.4:1

Spring-loaded brake on engine

11,5mm x 26m

Roller

170cm, 35mm

88 x 221,6 mm

59,9kg / -

560,5 x 196 x 268 mm

Steel

ELECTRIC WINCHES

PW20000

PW18000

PW18000 winch, the true power of which is over eight 
tonnes of tow capacity thanks to 8 HP engine and 4-stage 
planetary gearbox will allow you to perform every job, 
even the heaviest one. The winch possesses reinforced 
cast iron mounting feet, good ratio of energy 
consumption to power output, durable brake, ergonomic 
“lift-and-turn” type clutch, and one of the best relays 
available on the market.

PW20000E - the strongest electric Powerwinch brand 
winch in our o�er. Thanks to the tow capacity 
exceeding 9 tonnes and relatively compact dimensions 
(only 55 kg of weight) it becomes quite a universal 
winch at an unrivalled price. We recommend it for 
bigger vehicles and users, for whom power and 
reliability are the most important features of a winch.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PW18000 and PW20000 are the strongest electric winches in our o�er. Despite their great tow 
capacity power, they are characterised by a compact size, strong engine, and durable planetary 
gearbox that generates tow capacity strength of 8-9 tonnes at moderate energy consumption. When 
designing these winches we ensured that all the elements in�uencing the trouble-free works are made 
from high grade materials.

2 2
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2001
The beginning of the Powerwinch brand 
dates back to year 2001. The title of �rst 
“Polish” electric winch. On the market 
appears a professional winch available to 
everyone - PW36.

2002-2007
Powerwinch introduces to its o�er new, 
professional winches - PW45, PW54, PW09, 
and PW27. In 2007 occurred an intense 
development of Powerwinch brand, 
expansion of our o�er, and... acquisition of 
Customers’ sympathy.
We become one of the most recognisa-
ble brands in the industry.

2012-2015
Milestone in our history - the revolutionary 
PW12000 winch. A de�nite bestseller in 
Poland and one of the most often bought 
winches in Europe. Until now we have 
sold several thousand of PW12s!
Powerwinch becomes one of the most 
recognisable brands in Europe2015-2019

We introduce PW12000PS and PW12000XT 
HD, as well as a very successful series of ATV 
winches. At this moment we develop our 
own line of hydraulic winches. 
PW12000 is still the undeniable sales 
leader.

MORE ABOUT
US
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PANTHER

The PANTHER winch is made for applications in extreme 
conditions. Planetary gearbox with transmission of 173:1 
allows to coil rope with speed up to 9 metres per minute. 
At the same time, the winch requires only 285 Amperes 
even at the maximum load.

Over 20 years of experience with construction, sale, and operation of winches has inspired us to create 
a premium winch with the best quality to price ratio. PANTHER is characterised by solid construction, 
which was made with care for each detail, and possesses a unique double conical brake mounted at the 
end of gearbox. Such solution signi�cantly increases resistance to overload and eliminates the heating of 
drum. It is the quickest winch in our o�er, perfect for professional applications.

POWERWINCH PANTHER

Engine rotor  Brush holder    Foot, engine side   Gearbox housing

Gearbox        3-stage planetary gearbox         Conical brake

CONSTRUCTION AND EXECUTION
After the device is disassembled, you can observe few important features. In the aspect of engine this includes: reciprocal bearing, thick winding, solidly 
constructed brush holder, and brushes that have a big contact surface with comutator. Increased life of engine is ensured by discharge opening at the bottom 
of housing, which evacuates water that may reach its insides. Relays are characterised by high waterproofness class of IP68. It should be also noted that 
power supply wires are also thicker than in majority of winches. Powerwinch Panther is remote controlled via a remote in rubber frame and with express 
indications of rope coiling direction. Speci�c components, including: brake, clutch, or electrical components, are known and appreciated in other models, but 
they are used in one device for the �rst time.
When comparing the parameters of Powerwinch Panther with other winches available on the market, we can con�dently state that this is 
one of the best products.

ELECTRIC WINCHES
PREMIUM
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PW95PHS-12V/
PW95PHS-12V-SYNT

PW120PHS-12V/
PW120PHS-12V-SYN

4309 kg

5 HP

Hermetically combined 500A

Remote with wire

3-stage planetary

173:1

cone outside of drum

8,7mm x 30m

Roller / aluminium slide

175cm + 180cm

63,5 mm x 229 mm

42 kg / 33 kg

612 mm x 165 mm x 266 mm

5442 kg

6 HP

Hermetically combined 500A

Remote with wire

3-stage planetary

173:1

cone outside of drum

9,5mm x 27,4m

Roller / aluminium slide

175cm + 180cm

63,5 mm x 229 mm

42 kg / 32 kg

612 mm x 165 mm x 266 mm

 

Steel or synthetic

Friction brake on doubleFriction brake on double

Steel or synthetic

Cat. no.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

The Powerwinch Panther winch is a great choice for someone, who seeks for legendary, unavailable winches, such as e.g. the EP series.
It is a solution for those, who want to have a high quality equipment at attractive price



ELECTRIC WINCHES
PROfessional acc. to standard EN-14492-1

Standard EN-14492-1 was implemented by the European Commission in order to safely operate 
crane devices. In 2009, this standard was also extended to hydraulic and electric winches. 
The guidelines are very detailed and only few devices meet its requirements. Speci�c emphasis is put 
on the safety of User, which translates into strict design, execution, and operation methods.

PW50PRO-24 PW60PRO-24

5323kg

8,2 HP (6kW)

Hermetically combined

Remote with 3,7 m wire

4-stage planetary

516:1

Reinforced friction brake in drum

13mm x 26m, MBL

Roller

167cm, 25mm

88 x 220 mm

51,9kg / -

642 x 215 x 288 mm

6292kg

8,2 HP (6kW)

Hermetically combined

Remote with 3,7 m wire

4-stage planetary

516:1

Reinforced friction brake in drum

13mm x 26m, MBL

Roller

167cm, 25mm

88 x 220 mm

51,9kg / -

642 x 215 x 288 mm

SteelSteel

Cat. no.

TOW CAPACITY

ENGINE

RELAYS

CONTROL

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

ROPE GUIDING

POWER CORDS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

NET WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PW60PRO

PW50PRO and PW60PRO are standardised winches 
with tow capacity of respectively over 5000 kg and 
6000 kg that at the same time meet the requirements 
of standard EN14492-1. They possess a 4-stage 
planetary gearbox, strong engine, and high e�ciency 
friction brake

2 2
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OUR DISTRIBUTORS
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Powerwinch Headquarters
Na Załęczu 1D, Kraków, Polska

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Croatia
France 
Greece
Spain
Netherlands

Lithuania 
Portugal
Powerwinch Bulgaria
Powerwinch Germany
Romania
Serbia 

Slovakia
Sweden
Ukraine 
Hungary 
Italy



HYDRAULIC WINCHES

Cat. no. PWH8000 PRO PWH10000 PRO PWH15000 PRO

3630 kg

Two-stage planetary

16.9:1

hydraulic lock on engine

9,2mm x 35m

Not included

-

634 x 250 x 240 mm

90 x 220 mm

254 x 165,1 mm

70 kg

8,5-15,7 m/min

In set

14Mpa

60 l/min

4536kg

Two-stage planetary

16.9:1

hydraulic lock on engine

10,3mm x 30m

Not included

-

634 x 250 x 240 mm

90 x 220 mm

254 x 165,1 mm

72 kg

6-11,7 m/min

In set

12Mpa

60 l/min

6810 kg

Two-stage planetary

17.3:1

hydraulic lock on engine

13mm x 30m

Not included

-

630 x 304 x 265 mm

126 x 208 mm

254 x 165,1 mm/254 x 215,9 mm

88 kg

5,5-8,6 m/min

In set

14Mpa

60 l/min

TOW CAPACITY

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

GUIDE

CONTROL

DIMENSIONS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

SPACING OF ASSEMBLY BOLTS

WEIGHT

ROPE COILING TIMET

ROPE RETAINER

MAX. OIL PRESSURE

MAX. OIL FLOW

254 x 114,3 mm/ 254 x 114,3 mm/ 254 x 114,3 mm/

PWH10000 PRO - Standardised EN 14492-1 winch 
with tow capacity of 4540 kg, two-stage planetary 
gearbox, and hydraulic brake. Hydraulic winch is 
intended for work in places, where precision and 
power are the most important factors.

Hydraulic winches are useful in places that require from the device great power, e�ciency, and 
reliability. Solid planetary gearbox, e�cient engine characterised by quiet operation, and strong friction 
brake additionally supported by hydraulic lock guarantee the safety of use. Our winches meet the 
standard EN 14492-1 and are dedicated for vehicles of Fire Departments, Roadside 
Assistance Services, or Energy Services.

PW10000PRO

Multi-disc friction brake + Multi-disc friction brake + Multi-disc friction brake +
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Cat. no. PWH16000PRO PWH20000 PRO PWH30000 PRO

7264 kg

Reinforced, planetary

39:1

hydraulic lock on engine

14mm x 30m

Roller

-

630 x 304 x 276 mm

126 x 209 mm

254 x 165,1 mm/254 x 215,9mm

160 kg

2-9 m/min

In set

17,5 Mpa

75 l/min

9072 kg

Planetary

20:1

hydraulic lock on engine

Not included

Not included

-

944 x 398 x 343 mm

Ø 160 x 280 mm

342,9 x 228,6 mm/419,1 x 228,6 mm

168 kg

2-9 m/min

In set

16 Mpa

75 l/min

13608 kg

Planetary

30.4:1

hydraulic lock on engine

Not included

Not included

-

947 x 486 x 408 mm

Ø 190 x 254 mm

342,9 x 292 mm/457,2 x 292 mm

260 kg

2-9 m/min

In set

12 Mpa

75 l/min

TOW CAPACITY

GEARBOX

TRANSMISSION

BRAKE

ROPE

GUIDE

CONTROL

DIMENSIONS

DRUM DIMENSIONS

SPACING OF ASSEMBLY BOLTS

WEIGHT

ROPE COILING TIMET

ROPE RETAINER

MAX. OIL PRESSURE

MAX. OIL FLOW

254 x 114,3 mm/ 

PWH30000 PRO - Heavy and strong hydraulic winch. 
It will work perfectly in case of Rescue Services, 
Roadside Assistance Services, or Fire Departments. 
PWH30000 PRO is a winch with weight of 260 kg 
and tow capacity of 13608 kg!

PWH16000 PRO - Standardised winch pursuant with 
the requirements of standard EN 14492-1. The device 
is equipped with strong and reliable hydraulic engine, 
multi-disc friction brake, and rope. Roller guide and rope 
tensioner are included in set.

PW30000PRO

Multi-disc friction brake + Multi-disc friction brake + Multi-disc friction brake +

PW16000PRO
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MANUAL WINCHES
KIFOR

Cat. no. PWK08 PWK16 PWK32

800

60

8.4

24

1200

7kg

430

240

64

60

-

800

1600

60

11.5

30

2400

14kg

545

270

102

97

800

1200

3200

40

16.0

50

4800

21kg

680

330

116

110

80

1200

Manual rope winch (kifor) is a device used to mechanically pull a rope. Thanks to the appropriate 
structure, you can generate great tow capacity using the strength of human muscles. The universal 
application of kifor makes it a successful tool for rescue, industry, or agricultural works.

Kifor - rope winch of especially high quality, signed 
with Powerwinch logo is a universal device. It allows 
to pull, lower, or even secure a load. The winch 
possesses a safety, two work handles (forward and 
backward), and rope releasing handle (allows to quickly 
insert or pull out rope).

A

B

C

D

PWK08

TOW CAPACITY

AMOUNT OF ROPE

ROPE DIAMETER IN MM

LEVER CLAMPING FORCE IN daN

MAXIMUM STRENGTH IN daN

NET WEIGHT (WITHOUT ROPE)

DIMENSIONS IN MM:

L1

L2
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FLOOR JACKS
POWERWINCH FARM JACK 

Powerwinch Farm Jack �oor jacks - simple and classic �oor jack structure with universal 
application. It is useful in workshop and agricultural household or even in rescue or army. 
Dedicated accessories will signi�cantly improve the usability of this device.

Powerwinch Farm Jack is appropriate for both 
professional applications and domestic use. It can be used 
in workshop and agricultural household, as well as in army 
or rescue services. The foot is made from forged steel. 
Lifting and lowering is quick and smooth and the device 
does not jam even in hard work conditions, such as sand 
or mud.

Cat. no.
DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT
TOW CAPACITY

48 inches - 121 cm
13,5 kg

3 tonnes

60 inches - 150 cm
14,5 kg

3 tonnes

PWHL-60PWHL-48

PWHL-48

PWLM-100

Powerwinch handle for rim is a special adapter for 
�oor jack, which will be useful in situations that will 
require lifting a vehicle by its rime, bumper, or other 
vehicle element.
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POWERLINE ROPES

Rope with folding hook

Rope on metres

synthetic rope winch type
6 mm MBL = 3,5T
8 mm MBL = 6,8T
9 mm MBL = 8,5T

10 mm MBL = 10,3T
14 mm MBL = 19,05T
16 mm MBL = 23,5T

1500 - 4500 lbs
5000 - 8000 lbs

8000 - 10000 lbs
10000 - 12500 lbs
15000 - 18000 lbs
18000 - 20000 lbs

Cat. no. synthetic rope per metre
PLN6MM 
PLN8MM
PLN9MM

 PLN10MM
PLN12MM 
PLN14MM 
PLN16MM

6 mm, MBL = 3,6T
8 mm, MBL = 6,8T

 9 mm, MBL =  8,5T
10 mm, MBL = 10, 5T
12mm, MBL = 13,5T

14mm, MBL = 19,05T
16mm, MBL = 23,5 T

Cat. no. synthetic rope in wrap
PLNPM10X28KH 
PLNPM11X28KH
PLNPM12x28KH 
PLNPM12x50KH

10 mm x 28 m, MBL = 9,2T 
11 mm x 28 m, MBL = 11,8T
12 mm x 28 m, MBL = 12,3T
12 mm x 50 m, MBL = 12,3T

Cat. no. standard synthetic rope
PLN5x15K-P
PLN6x15KH
PLN8x28KH
PLN9x28KH 

PLN10x28KH 
PLN11x28KH 
PLN12x28KH

5 mm x 15 m, MBL = 2,4T
6 mm x 15 m, MBL = 3,6T 
8 mm x 28 m, MBL = 6,8T 
9 mm x 28 m, MBL = 8,5T 

10 mm x 28 m, MBL = 10,5T
11 mm x 28 m, MBL = 11,8T
12 mm x 28 m, MBL = 13,5T

Rope in wrap

Standard rope

Suggested selection of rope thickness to winch tow capacity:

We sell ropes on metres along with accessories. On request, we can end ropes with rope thimble and hook.

Our o�er also contains �nished ropes in standard lengths.

Synthetic ropes

Powerline ropes are made from the currently best Ultra plastic available on the market - High 
Molecular Weight Polyethylene (Dyneema® SK75). Standard Powerline rope is ended from one end 
with cable end called “kabeloczek” that allows to mount the rope to the drum of winch and on the 
other end it is factory ended with rope thimble along with eyehook with protection.
The ropes are characterised by: 12-string weave, �exibility: max. 1%, maximum continuous work 
temperature of 70°C, and �bre density: 0.97.
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Rope with C-link hook and Technora 

Standard kinetic rope

Cat. no. standard synthetic rope
PLN9X28KCH-AG 

PLN10X28KH-SSR 
PLN12X28KH-TR-BL

9 mm x 28 m, MBL = 8,5 T with C-link hook
10 mm x 28 m, MBL = 10,5 T, Safety Red
12 mm x 28, MBL = 12,5 T Technora RED

ATV kinetic rope

Kinetic ropes

Cat. no. description
26 mm MBL 12,5T

28 mm MBL 15T
32 mm MBL 22T
36 mm MBL 25T

for cars with DMS - 2T - 3T with folding hook
for cars with DMC - 2,5T - 3,5T
for cars with DMS - 3,5T - 5T

for cars with DMC - 4 - 6T

Cat. no. kinetic rope
PLNK14X3 
PLNK14X6 
PLNK14X8 

PLNK14X10
PLNK26X5 
PLNK26X8 

PLNK26X10
PLNK28X6 
PLNK28X8

PLNK26X8XT Black Mamba
PLNK28X8XT Black Mamba

PLNK28X10
PLNK32X6
PLNK32X8

PLNK32X10
PLNK24X8XT Black Mamba

14 mm x 3 m, MBL = 4T, 
14 mm x 6 m, MBL = 4T, 
14 mm x 8 m, MBL = 4T, 
14 mm x 10 m, MBL = 4T 

26 mm x 5 m, MBL = 12,5T,
26 mm x 8 m, MBL = 12,5T, 

26 mm x 10 m, MBL = 12,5T, 
28 mm x 6 m, MBL = 15T,

32 mm x 10 m, MBL = 22T 
24 mm x 8 m, MBL = 12T, 

26mm x 8 m, MBL = 14,6T, 
28mm x 8 m, MBL = 16,5T,

28 mm x 8 m, MBL = 15T,
28 mm x 10 m, MBL = 15T
32 mm x 6 m, MBL = 22T,
32 mm x 8 m, MBL = 22T, 

We recommend to select kinetic ropes in the following way:

* In our o�er you can �nd both standard kinetic ropes and high quality Black Mamba nylon ropes.

Kinetic rope has great �exibility and elasticity, thanks to which during stretching it generates great 
kinetic forces used a.o. to pull out vehicles. Special weave allows it to absorb great amount of energy. 
Powerline kinetic ropes are made from polamid �bre. They are characterised by 3-element braid 
weave ended on both end with strong navy knot. The ears of the rope are additional loops that 
prevent the rope from breaking

Black Mamba kinetic rope*
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Cat. no. description
PWPH66

PWALU-ATV
PWALU-ATV-4500

PWALU
PWALU-S-L

PWALU-S-ATV
PWALU-S
PWROL

PWHAWSE
PWRC

PWALU-B
PWALU-B-ATV

PWALU
PWALU-ATV

Cat. no.
PWAK43 – zestaw 4,3T
PWAK54 – zestaw 5,4T
PWAK86 – zestaw 8,6T 

description

PWAK86

Powerwinch PANTHER aluminium roller guide
Red Powerwinch ATV aluminium slide guiding with LOGO

Red Powerwinch ATV aluminium slide guiding for 4500 winch with LOGO
Red Powerwinch aluminium slide guiding with LOGO

Powerwinch Silver aluminium slide guiding with LOGO
Powerwinch ATV Standard aluminium slide guiding

Powerwinch Silver aluminium slide guiding without LOGO
Powerwinch roller guiding - universal

Powerwinch HD slide guiding for steel rope
Cover for winch rollers

Black POWERLINE aluminium guiding
Black ATV aluminium guiding

Accessory kits for winch with max. tow capacity of 4,5 tonnes
Accessory kits for winch with max. tow capacity of 6 tonnes

Accessory kits for winch with max. tow capacity of 8,2 tonnes

PWHAWSE

ACCESORIES

PWALU-S

PWAK54

PWRC

PWROL

PWALU-B 

Rope guiding and cover

Accessory kits

PWAK43
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Cat. no.
SZEOM3.25
SZEOM4.75
SZEOM6.5
SZEOM8.5
SZEOM9.5

   PWSZEOM3.25

description

PWZP3M3T

PWZP3M2T
PWZP3M4T

Tree belts

Shackles

Cat. no. description
PWHG80-1.12
PWHG80-3.2
PWHG80-5.4

PWHG80-5.3CCON
H320A3

PWHG80-1.12

H320A3

Hooks

WLL1,12T MBL 4,48T eyehook with protection
WLL3,2T MBL 12,8T �at eyehook with protection
WLL5,4T MBL 21, 6T �at eyehook with protection

WLL5,3T MBL21,2T �at eyehook with protection and C-CONNECT connector
WLL3,0T MBL 12,0T round eyehook with protection

Omega shackle 3,25 tonnes
Omega shackle 4,75 tonnes
Omega shackle 6,5 tonnes
Omega shackle 8,5 tonnes
Omega shackle 9,5 tonnes

Cat. no.
PWZP3M2T
PWZP3M3T
PWZP3M4T

description
2T sling, 3 m
3T sling, 3 m
3T sling, 4 m
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Blocks

PW20000XT

PW4000ZBL
PW12000XT

PW10000ZBLXT

Cat. no.
PW4000ZBL

 PW12000
PW18000

PW10000ZBLXT
PW12000XT
PW20000XT

description

Cat. no.
PWPOKR-L

PWTOR
PWREK 

PWREK_ROB

description

Other

Cover for electric winches max. 13000 lbs
Bag for accessories

Protective gloves with PowerWinch logo (slim �t)
Protective work gloves with PowerWinch logo

ATV 4T block
Polish Powerwinch 12000 LBS block
Polish Powerwinch 18000 LBS block

Powerwinch 10000 LBS XT block
Powerwinch 12000 LBS XT block
Powerwinch 20000 LBS XT block

PWRE_KROB
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Cat. no. description

PWTENSIONER
PWTENS18LD

description

Rope tensioners
Cat. no.

PWPMA1

Winch remotes
Cat. no. description
PWPH69

PWSTB12V
PWSTBLT12V
PWSTBXT12V

* PWSTB24V - CLASSIC radio control - 24V
** PWSTBLT24V - PROFI radio control - 24V
*** PWSTBXT24V - Extreme radio control - 24V

PWSTBXT12V

PWPH69PWSTB12V
PWSTBLT12V

Mounting plates

PWTENSIONER

Powerwinch PANTHER remote with wire
CLASSIC radio control - 12V - wireless*
PROFI radio control - 12V - wireless**

Extreme radio control - 12V - wireless***

Universal short mounting plate for winches 56 cm
Universal long mounting plate for winches 92 cm

Winch mounting plate for Isuzu D-Max of 2nd generation
Winch mounting plate for Ford Ranger III (2016+)

Powerwinch rope tensioner - universal
PowerWinch rope tensioner - PW15/18 long drum

PWPM_KRÓTKA
PWPM_DŁUGA

PWPMISUZUD-MAX-II
PWPMRANGER2016+

We o�er mounting plates appropriate for each vehicle. They are available on request.
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Relays
descriptionCat. no.

PW200A-12V
PW250A-12V
PW500A-12V

PW20E-500A-12V
PW51XT-12V

PWPH53-54-12V
PWSOL200A-12V

PWSOL200A-12V

PW20E-500A-12V
PW200A-12V

PW20E-500A-12V

PW51XT-24V

Electric accessories

Cat. no.
PWQUICK
PWTC-B
PWTC-R
PWTC-Y

SUP8370
PW881668
PW150-CB
PW80-CB

description

PW881668

PW150-CB

PWQUICK

PWTC-Y

PWTC-B

PWTC-R

ATV Powerwinch 200A 12V combined relay
Powerwinch 250A 12V combined relay for PW6000 winch

Powerwinch 500A 12V combined relay*
Powerwinch 500A 12V combined relay for PW20000 winch**

Powerwinch 500A Extreme HD 12V combined relay***
PANTHER 12.0 HS 12V winch relay****

Powerwinch 200A 12V barrel-shaped relay*****

Big quick coupler assembly
Black rubber cover of Powerwinch ignition cable
Red rubber cover of Powerwinch ignition cable

Yellow rubber cover of Powerwinch ignition cable
Superwinch - FIA safety switch

Powerwinch 400A mushroom safety switch button (FIA switch)
Re-usable switch for winches: 12000, 13000, 20000 LBS 150A - 12V
Re-usable switch for winches: 12000, 13000, 20000 LBS 150A -24V

* Powerwinch 500A 24V combined relay
** Powerwinch 500A 24V combined relay for PW20000 winch
*** Powerwinch 500A Extreme HD 24V combined relay
**** PANTHER 12.0 HS 24V winch relay
***** Powerwinch 200A 24V barrel-shaped relay
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Prices
To familiarise with current prices, please contact our Sales Department under number 12 266 27 54 (Monday to Friday from 
8 AM to 4 PM) or by sending an e-mail to info@terenowiec.pl.

Orders and shipping
Majority of products o�ered by us is located in our warehouse, which ensures delivering them to you within
1-2 work days. We carry out shipping with the help of courier companies, such as DPD, Raben, or Inpost.

Wholesale o�er
If you are interested in wholesale o�er, please contact our Trade Department under 12 296 69 26, 12 296 69 50, or 12 296 69 55.

Our headquarters
Our shop is located in Kraków at ul. Na Załęczu 1D. Our warehouse and service ops are also located at this address. 
We o�er an on-site scope of warranty repairs, as well as post-warranty repairs after prior submission of claim form.

See our o�er on web site: www.terenowiec.pl

ul. Na Załęczu 1D 
31-587 Kraków

+48 12 296 69 55
www.terenowiec.pl 
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